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1 Introduction to Cello Core
Heating and cooling are the largest source of energy used in a home, despite the on-going
increase of energy reduction on newer HVAC equipment. There is a significant amount of energy
wasted in attempting to heat or cool areas in a home that remain unoccupied or are already at a
comfortable temperature. Using Cello, a smart home energy management platform powered by
ASE, a homeowner can address these two issues; wasted energy plus comfortable and uniform
home temperature. Cello is an intelligent energy management system that combines wireless
sensors (Cello Sensors) using Wi-Fi technology.
The Cello Sensor is capable of monitoring occupancy throughout the home. In a baseboard and
split setup Cello Core can detect when a certain area in a home is occupied and will automatically
proceed to set the temperature in that area to the desired set point temperature set by the
consumer. If an area becomes unused or unoccupied the system will automatically detect this
event and commands thermostats to be setback 3 degree Celsius by default. The Core can be
used to set different set-point temperatures by interacting with Sinope’s wireless communicating
thermostats.

2 Contacts
Please direct any communications to the following:
Please direct any communications to the following:
1) Cello Sales

info@cello.solutions
North American: 1-844-335-4774
Outside Canada and the USA: 204-400-4149
2) Cello Support
support@cello.solutions

North American: 1-844-335-4774
Outside Canada and the USA: 204-400-4149
3) Cello Partners

partners@cello.solutions
Company Number: +1 (613) 680-7770
North American: 1-844-335-4774
Outside Canada and the USA: 204-400-4149
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3 Cello Sensor installation
3.1 Components
1. Cello Sensor – AC plug operated Sensor pack to detect Occupancy and control heat pump
units by transmitting commands via Infrared.
2. 5V 2.4A micro USB Power adapter- To power up the Cello Sensor
3. Ethernet cable – To configure any additional Cello sensor to the Cello Core.

4 Major categories of Cello Sensor Install
All Cello sensor come pre-configured and connected the Cello Core using the Core’s Access Point
labelled “RetroSAVE”. By default, there is a minimum of 1 Cello sensor per floor, the sensor is
used for occupancy detection in various parts of your home.

Phase I – Modification of zones: This phase is to ensure all pre-defined zones correlate to
your home settings. A zone is another term for “rooms” or “Area”.
Phase II – Deployment of Cello Sensors: This phase is to guide you through deployment
of the Cello Sensors, most ideal locations as well as any additional Sensors you may want
to add.
Phase III – Configuring Ductless/AC Units: This phase is for Ductless/AC units only. In this
phase you will be guided through a step by step procedure to setting up proper
communication between your new Cello sensor and Ductless/AC unit.
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4.1 Phase I - Creation of zones
The Cello Management field is key for creating, adding, deleting and editing new zones and
remote devices. This field also offers the option of creating zones, monitoring and editing sensor
parameters and values.
The reason you are required to create zones is because when you begin to add sensors the Cello
Core needs to know where in the home the device is located. ASE has pre-configured 1 zone per
floor. For example, for a 2-story single home there will 3 zones labelled Basement level, Main
level and Upstairs level.
Please login to your Cello account using: www.cello.solutions and complete the following steps:
1) Proceed to the following tabs Cello Management > Zones and create the following zones:

Creating New Zone: To add new zone simply fill entry field with zone name and press “Save
Settings” entry key.
User Defined Zones: Can be added, deleted or renamed.
➢ If you need to rename an existing zone, simply re-enter nickname and press “Save
Settings” entry key.
➢ To remove existing zone that is no longer required simply press “Delete Zone” button
located at the right of every zone.
Floor Level: From the drop down list select the appropriate option for your nicknamed zone.
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Orientation: This option is not mandatory. Select from the drop down list the appropriate
orientation of the zone ex. North Facing, South Facing.
Conditioning Source: Select from the drop down list the appropriate heating source in your
home.
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

CFA: Central Forced Air.
Baseboard: When a zone is strictly baseboard heating only
Baseboard + Split: When a zone is using Baseboard and split unit as heating sources.
Split: When a zone is strictly split heating only
Other: Any other heating sources

Sleep Area: When selecting, this check box it defines a zone as a sleeping area meaning the
following 3 conditions are set:
1. If zone is occupied prior to sunset it will remain occupied until sunrise
2. If zone is not occupied prior to sunset but become occupied after sunset it will remain
occupied until sunrise
3. If zone is not occupied prior to sunset and does not become occupied after sunset it will
remain not occupied until sunrise.
Note- These conditions are set in place to ensure that temperature will not be changed on
thermostats while there is no motion in these areas.
Predefined Zones: The following two zones cannot be deleted.
➢ Master zone is only used in CFA configuration.
➢ Virtual Zone is a temporary zone created for newly added remote devices that have not
been configured to the proper zone. Any device that is removed from an assigned zone
will also be placed in the virtual zone.
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4.2 Phase II - Deployment of Cello sensors
PART 1:
All Cello Sensors have been pre-configured by ASE. Please follow the proceeding;
➢ Place the Cello sensor in an area that covers majority of the floor. It is recommended to
place the device in an area that is mostly occupied.
Important: Before proceeding to power up devices, all connections must happen in a sequential
process. Begin by powering on the device closes to the Cello Controller and proceed to Part 2 for
configuring the device. Once you have successfully configured the device proceed to the second
nearest device and begin from Part 1.
➢ Once you have located the appropriate location for your motion sensor either plug it in
using the provided 5V plug or use batteries for a cordless setup.
•
•

Simply power up the device and allow up to 60 seconds for the device to join
Cello’s access point
Once connected device will appear under “System Maintenance” tab.

Note – If you are experiencing any technical difficulties while doing the configuration please contact
Cello Support toll free at 1-844-335-4774 for North America or 204-400-4149 for Outside Canada and
the USA or speak with our live agent at www.cello.solutions
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PART 2:
To assign devices to created zones please follow the steps bellow:
Step 1: Select Cello Management >> Remote Devices >> ASE Remote Devices

Sections under Remote Devices:
ASE IP Remote Devices: Devices that are currently using Wi-Fi protocol
Deleted Devices: Any device that you remove from the list will display here until you confirm
deletion.
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Labels:
IEEE Address: Unique identification for each device.
Device Features: Depending on device installed, it will identify the type of sensors installed in
each device.
➢ 3 sensors “IR transmitter, IR Receiver, PIR Sensor” indicates it is a Wifi Light switch
sensor/Split unit controller
Device Nickname: A unique nickname assigned to a device to identify its location.
Assigned Zone: drop-down list of pre-defined zones that were previously created by the user
State: Indicates the state the device is currently assigned, by default device is set to enabled. You
may override the algorithm and force specific commands on a device:
➢ Enabled: Device is currently running based on algorithm requirements
➢ Disabled: Device is placed in an idle state and no commands will be sent to device
➢ Deleted: Select this option once you want to delete a device
Step 2: Enter a unique name for the device so that it is easy to locate for troubleshooting later.
When installing multiple devices on same floor, follow the following recommended methodology
to name the sensor –
Floor Level. Device Type. Location Name. Device Number
Ex. Main Living room 1 , Main living room 2…
Step 3: Select an zone from the drop down list under “Assigned Zone” that properly corresponds
to the location of the device
Step 5: State should remain enabled unless you require special modification
Step 6: Select “Save Settings”
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4.3 Phase III – Configuring Ductless/AC units
Part 1:
The Cello Sensor has two functionalities, it detects motion and it also controls your heat pump
and AC units using Infrared Transmitters. Ensure the Cello sensor is placed within viewing angle
of your split unit. The range on the lens is 170° Horizontally and 100° Vertically angles.
ASE has developed a global database that allows you to select from a large list of currently
configured split units.
Step 1: On the Split unit in your home there will be a label indicating the make and model number
of your specific unit, note this information down as it is crucial.
Step 2: On the Web user interface select Cello Management >> IR Control >> Zone IR Controllers.
Locate the “IP” Device type and the “nickname” you assigned the IP Device.
Step 3: Select your split system manufacturer make and model from the drop down list.
Note – If you cannot find your split unit make and model you will be required to learn the commands
manually using the information provided in step 4.

Step 4: Complete the following procedure if your split unit is not located in global database 1. Under Brands and devices >> IR codes database, select Devices added by ASE engineer
2. Under Brands and devices >> HVAC system manufacturer, Enter the make of you split unit
in the empty field and select the “Save” button
3. Enter the model of your split unit in the empty field and select the “Save” button
4. Under Available commands select the command you would like to learn ex. ON, OFF, Cool,
Heat
5. Under IR remote protocol use select “Raw Format” and keep repeated set to “Once”.
Refer to image bellow.
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6. Under Command thermostat mode select “Auto” for all commands EXCEPT temperatures
➢ Temperatures are to be learnt in their proper mode on the remote. Ex. To learn
20°C in Heat mode on your remote ensure “Command thermostat mode” is set to
heat.

➢ If you want to learn 20°C and you are in Cool mode on your remote, ensure
“Command Thermostat mode” is set to cool.
The reason why “Command thermostat mode” is a very important option is because your
remote sends a different command for 20°C in Heat mode compared to 20°C in Cool
mode.
7. Select “Learn” option >> select either “Smart mode” or “Simple mode”.
Smart Mode(recommended): Send the same IR Remote Command twice within 30
seconds. Ex. If learning ON command, you would send the ON command, then OFF
command then ON once more. This way the IR receiver receives the same commands
twice.
Simple Mode: Send the IR Remote command once in 30 seconds. EX. If learning ON
command, you would send the ON Command and that is all. The IR receiver will accept
the first IR packets it receives within 30 seconds.
➢ If you press a second command during the 30 seconds, it will end the learning
process and save the first command received.
Note - Do not enter any characters or numbers in the “code in binary (hex) view” leave it blank it will
automatically enter the appropriate information once you have successfully learnt the IR commands.
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8. Once command successfully learnt you will notice hex values have been entered in the
empty field “Code in binary (hex) view”. Refer to imagine bellow

9. If commands have not been successfully learnt, please repeat from step 7.
10. Learn all “available command codes” that are supported by your IR remote.
Note – If you are experiencing any technical difficulties while doing the configuration please contact Cello
Support toll free at 1-844-335-4774 for North America or 204-400-4149 for Outside Canada and the USA
or speak with our live agent at www.cello.solutions
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Part 2:
The Cello Controller is programmed to take safety measures to ensure that your split unit runs at
optimal functionality. This means the split unit will only work within its temperature operation
range. To set these precautions in place, please follow the guide bellowStep 1: On the WebUI select HVAC >> Ductless >> Ductless Profile and select from the
“Parameters for zone” drop down list the zone your split unit is currently placed in. Refer to the
image bellow

Ductless Profile:
➢ Parameters for zone: Zone that will be modified
➢ Zone occupancy status: Indication of occupancy status in the zone as well as time state
was changed.
➢ COP (Power out/Power in): Coefficient of performance is a ratio of how efficient your
heatpump or AC unit is. A higher COP value equates to lower operating cost. (COP is
typically above). You may find this information on your Split unit label.
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➢ Outdoor Temperature Threshold: Operating range on split unit. This information may be
found in the split unit user manual or by using the model number on a search engine
(google).
➢ Device Type: There are two options Heat Pump or AC. Heatpump provides heating and
cooling while AC is only for cooling.
➢ Enable Swing after ON command: Enabled swing on every ON command sent to unit this
is defaulted to “YES”.
➢ Force min/max T when setpoint not in Range: Ensures that the maximum supported
temperature on your split unit is selected if a lower or greater value is set. Defaulted to
“NO”.
➢

➢

➢

➢

➢
➢

Zone Comfort:
Zone set-point comfort temperate while zone is occupied: This field displays the set
temperature once zone becomes occupied. This value will change depending on your setpoint temperature on thermostats.
Heat temperature setback while zone is unoccupied: The setback temperature that will
be applied to the set-point temperature by default it is set to 3°C. Ex. Living room
thermostat temperature is 20°C, it will remain 20 until no occupancy is detected in this
room and will be setback to 17°C until zone becomes occupied again.
Cool temperature setback while zone is unoccupied: The setback temperature that will
be applied to the set-point temperature by default it is set to 3°C. Ex. Living room
thermostat temperature is 20°C, it will remain 20 until no occupancy is detected in this
room and will be setback to 23°C until zone becomes occupied again.
Thermostat Mode: Depending on the split unit type if heatpump you may select “Heat
only” during the winter or “Cool only” during the summer season. For AC unit ensure the
“Cool only” option is selected.
Fan Mode: By default, it is set to Auto
Currently Selected thermostat mode: Depending on what thermostat mode is selected it
will display if heat mode is enabled or cool mode.

Step 2: Enter the COP(optional), Outdoor temperature threshold found in your user manual and
select the Device Type from the drop down list.
Step 3: Enter a new setback temperature while zone is unoccupied if the default (3°C) value is
not ideal for you. Select the thermostat mode that is applicable.
Step 4: Select “Save Settings”.
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